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May 2,2022

Notice of Appeal Regarding Costs MacEachern Brown Drain

I am the owner of Willo Green Meadows Corporation and my property is located south of
Palestine Road. I was party to an on-site meeting on July z}th 2020.

I would like to take this opportunity to appeal the costs associated with the MacEachern Brown

Drain as my costs are clearly excessive. My final costs are 529,L2t.20 which are essentially for
the clearing of an existing drain which has been maintained and is adequate for: the purpose it
was designed for. The drain across my property has existed for many years and has easily

accommodated the required flow of water without incident of flooding of properties upstream.

Around 2018, Mr. Brown of DS and B farms chose to tile drain his farm with the outflow directly
onto a culvert on the side of Palestine Road which Mr. Brown enlarged and subsequently

draining onto my property. I objected to this enlarged and perhaps more rapid outflow of
water, fearing that it would flood my property. I was told by the Municipality of Kawartha

Lakes that the tiling of Mr. Brown's farm should not have taken place without approval, he

should not have created a culvert on municipal property and that I was under no obligation to
accept this water. One option put forth was that I block the water flow, which I have not chosen

to do. I asked that the drainage along the road be returned to its initial state and it has not.

This was done through the municipality of Kawartha Lakes. What Mr. Brown is essentially

asking is that I upgrade the size of my drainage to better accommodate his needs. lf that is in

fact what we are doing across my propertv, Mr. Brown should be paying the lions share of
these costs. ln the engineering report, 4.L.2, it states that the drainage course south of
Palestine Road has "reportedly" (my emphasis) not been maintained, causing potential flooding
of upstream landowner DS and B farms. There is no notation that this was ever verified. Mr.

Brown would just like enhanced drainage and othersto bearthe costs. While potentialflooding
may occur, the reason for this occurring is not a lack of maintenance of my drainage. ln section

5.2 of the engineering report, my drainage ditch is described as a trapezoidal structure l"m flat
at the top and 0.6-1 m in depth. lt is noted that sediment of 0.4m "would" (my emphasis) be

expected to cause flooding of DS and B farms. That may be true if in fact there was that much

sediment, but that is not the case. ln summary, mV drainage has been maintained and is has

been adequate to date. lf Mr. Brown is asking for enhanced drainage, he should bear these

costs. Furthermore, there is little benefit to my property and the drainage across my property

is more than adequate. Assigning a benefit to my property of S29K is outrageous. We grow

hay and our income is in the area of S5K per year. My farm will never recoup these costs in

benefits. The benefits are all upstream.

Given that Mr. Brown has essentially blocked most upstream water from flowing onto his

property by filling in his ditch, the downstream drainage is not an issue and this lack of flow is
most certainly contributing to increases sediment deposits. There does not appear to be an

evaluation of the impact of blocked flow to the condition of the ditch, but it would be fairly
clear that if the ditch were not used, it would fill in.



My understanding is that if costs are reduced from my property, they must be borne elsewhere
I can see that DS and B is awarded an allowance of over S14,000 which are to compensated for
land taken out of service. I cannot imagine what this is for. DS and B filled in the drain across

his farm and , is asking for the drain to snake across County Road 45 and Palestine Road. He is

gaining farmland and does not have to deal with a ditch across his property and gets a S14k
allowance? lt should be a cost to him and not a credit.

Finally the engineering costs of this project are in the S50k area. The primary reason we are

even contemplating a municipal drain is that DS and B blocked upstream flow of water onto his

property which has flooded the property of Mr. MacEachern. lf that were not the case, or if
the municipality forced a timely return to the original pattern, we may not be going forward
with this drain. I would imagine that a compelling reason for the applicants to continue with
this drainage proposal is to share the engineering costs with others who never wanted this
drain in the first place. lt is abundantly clear that by blocking water flow and replacing it with a

completely inadequate pipe has created this entire engineering project and most if not all of
these costs should be borne by DS and B farms.

I strongly believe that the assignment of most or all of these costs of this drain to Mr. Brown is

absolutely the correct course of action . lt was his reckless behaviour that has led to this this
proposed drain and he is by far the major beneficiary.

Thank you for the opportunity to appeal these costs.

Paul Lokoff
Willo Green Meadows


